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I . INTRODUCTION 

Study of the angular distribution of intensities of scat
tered neutrons in isolated p -resonances with spin I ± 112 
( I is the spin of the target nucleus) allows one to establish 
the proportion in which the two input reaction channels dif
fering by a spin value mix in the formation of these resonan
ces, i.e., to determine the neutron width components rn.r_+r+' 
the first one corresponds to the channel with spin I -1/2, 
and the second, I +1/2. References 11 •21 contain necessary 
formulas, references and information about the methods as 
well as the first results of similar measurements. 

The principal question here is whether the reduced widths 
r! and r; experience independent or correlated fluctua
tions from resonance to resonance. In the former case the re
lative contribution from one of the channels, say ~-r_/rn , 
will be distributed in a certain way between 0 and 111/,while 
in the latter case its value will vary in a narrower interval. 
The now available data are yet not sufficient to clarify this 
'iuc::<> i.._;_uu i..iwugit cum::ain a certain inoicat1on to correlated 
fluctuations: the measured ~ values for 19F and 89 y are 
near 0.33 and 0.8, respectively, but the number of investi
gated resonances is too small - two for the former nucleus 
and three for the latter. The present paper reports an impro
vement of the method that has allowed us to determine the 
channel mixtures for 10 resonances of 89Y. 

2. EXPERIMENT. DATA PROCESSION 

The measurements were performed at the 1000 m flight path 
of the pulsed reactor IBR-30, time resolution being 5 ns/m. 
Figure I presents the experimental arrangement with the use 
of the 11ring" geometry. Sets of 3He counters I and 2 registe
red the neutrons scattered on the sample 3 (-7 kg Y2 03 ) at 
angles of about 9cf and 150°, respectively. The coil neutron 
beam was formed with a collimator 4 and went through the poly
ethylene "bag" 5 filled with argon. The shielding materials 
6,7 and 8 were parafine with B4C, B4C and concrete, res-
pectively. .-.-..-.--.. _ __,_ __ _ 
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Fig.1. Experimental arrange
ment. 
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Fig.2. Examples of fitting 
of the peaks. 

The neutron scattering spectra were processed by extracting 
the areas of the resonances which are noticeably higher than 
the background (from 28 resonances according to refs. 13•4' 
we "see" 20 in the range from 2.6 to 30 keV). This was done 
with the UPEAK151 program by fitting the best peak shape and 
backing to experimental points by the least squares method. 
It is possible to describe all the peaks with one numerical 
model obtained from the peak at - 2. 6 keV, since the resoluti
on function width is by a factor of 10-50 broader than the 
p -resonance width. Figure 2 presents the extremal cases of 
resonance extracting for a given value of the scattering angle 
0 and resonance energy E0 : a) four unresolved resonances; 
b) the weakest peak; c) the strongest peak(amongp-resonances). 

Since the p -resonance area is proportional to 1+w1P1(coso' + 
+ w!:!P!:: (cosRt whPrP ~:..' i .; ~ the ~C!'!~t~r:.t d~t~rwi~1~d Ly ~ 0 d.Lu.l 

potential scattering cross section /2/, then one may find w2 
using the area values for two scattering angles. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental results on w2 for 12 p-resonances are given 
in the Table. Using w2-values there were assigned spins to 
the investigated resonances (third column in the Table) on the 
basis of the following11•21 : resonances with spin 1 .. 0 have w2=0, 
if 1 .. 2. then "'2•7110. if 1.1, then w2-value is in the inter
val 0-2 depending on spin channel mixing parameter$. The spin 
values we arrived at are in good agreement with those from 
refs(3.4/ and are even more complete. 

The fourth column contains main results 9f the present 
work. The $-values were found using the connection/1.2/ bet
ween w2 and $ for the targets with spin 1=112: 
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$= <1 ± v2:;);a 
(1 + vrc;;;>! 3 

for O~w2 ~p.s 

for 0.5<w 2$,2. 
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E
0

, keV w2 

2.61 1.63+0.15 
3.38 1.43"+0.18 
9.41 0.36"+0.12 

12.99 0.38"+0.11 
14.21 1.12"+0.24 
20.27 1.2o+o.5o 
23.00 0.43"+0.10 
24.12 0.06"+0.20 
24.56 0.26"+0.13 
28.11 0.82"+0.56 
29.26 1. 7s+o. 27 
30.05 0.95"+0.13 

Fig. 3. 13 -distribution. 
N - relates to histograms 

and indicates the number of 
resonances (from 10 reso
nances) corresponding to the 
interval of width 0.1. 
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Table 

0.94+0.03 
0.90"+0.04 
0.6270.05+0.05 
0.62/0.04"+0.04 
0.83+0.06-
0.85"+0.11 
0.6470.03+0.04 

0.58/0.09+0.06 

0.96+0.05 
0.79"+0.03 

• N 

One may judge about the ~-distribution looking at Fig.3, 
where the lengths of rectangles are equal to double errors 
in determination of$. Unfortunately, four of ten resonances 
with assigned spin 1 have w2 < 0.5, i.e., their $ may take 
any of the two possible values indicated for each resonance. 
Thus it is impossible to make a definite conclusion about the 
character of channel mixing distribution. Really, if all the 
four resonances have the smallest $-values, i.e., in Fig.3 
there are clear rectangles and no hatched ones, then the ob
tained results are in agreement with the symmetrical $-dis
tribution (solid line) which means no correlation between r;, 
and rt distributed according to the Porter-Thomas law and 
havin~ equal averages. On the other side, if there are only 
hatched rectangles, then they together with black ones are 
gathered in a narrower interval 0.5<$< 1. that is hardly 
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probable (- 0. 2%) for the considered ~-distribution. To 
achieve a noticeable probability for the latter, one should 
assume either large difference between the average widths 
(dashed line in fig. 3 corresponds to I:!- tof1 ) or some 
correlation between the widths. Other versions for the four 
resonances having the largest or the smallest ~-values lead 
naturally to less definite conclusions. 

Note, that the unambiguous determination of ~ is possible 
in the measurement of the angular distribution of y-yield 
in the (n,y) reaction 161• 
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HHKoneHKO B.r., CaMOCBaT r.c. E3-82-336 
BKnaAbJ CnHHOBbiX KaHanOB B HeHTPOHHbiX p -pesoHaHcax HTTPHH 

Ilo yrnOBOH 3aBHCHMOCTH pacceHHHH onpeAeneHbl BKnaAbJ COHHO
BbiX KaHanoB B AeCHTH p -pesoHaHcax 89 Y , HMeJO~x cnHH I 
H pacnono~eHHb~ B o6naCTH HeHTpOHHbiX 3HeprHH OT 2,6 AO 30 K3B. 

Pa6oTa BblnOnHeHa B lla6opaTopun HeH:TpOHHOH ~H3HKH OHHH. 

noenOHHT 06DenHHeHHOrO HHCTHTVTa AneDHWX HCCnenoaaHH~- fiv6Ha 1q82 

Nikolenko V.G., Samosvat G.S. E3-82-336 
Contributions of Spin Channels in Neutron p- Resonances 
of Yttrium 

The contributions of spin channels in 10 p-resonances 
of S9y with spin I in the neutron energy range 2.6-30 keV 
were determined using the angular dependence of scattered 
neutrons. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Neutron Physics, JINR. 
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